
ELECTRONIC DRUM KIT

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Models: PTEDRL12, PTEDRL14
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Dear Customer
Thank you sincerely for buying our hand roll drum kit. We are specialized in devel-
oped and manufactured hand roll drum kit and piano for over 15years. This hand roll 
drum kit is a handy size product which is very easy to carry, in order to have a bast 
experience affect, please pay attention to the operation, wish you enjoy it, thanks 
again for your cooperation!

I. Specification:
1. 7 drum pad: (Include crash cymbal, ride cymbal, open/close hi-hat, 

snare,high tom, low tom-tom, �oor tom-tom) 9 drum pad: (include 2 crash 
cymbal, ride cymbal, open/close hi-hat, snare, base drum, high tom-tom, low 
tom-tom, �oor tom-tom) 2 drum pedals: (include 1 hi-hat, 1 base drum)

2. 12demo songs, 7drum sounds, accompaniment
3. Volume Control: lever 9
4. Speed Control :lever 15
5. Could record and play
6. Audio input,match your cell phone, tablet, PC and other device which 

could support music.
7. With speaker, using as stereo

II. Features:
1. The world's �rst Multinational, portable, and professional drum
2. Fit for family entertainment/friends gathering and drum practice
3. Multi-sounds, simulated the really drum kits
4. The standard drum con�guration and the extension for foot pedal could bring you 

real-life drum experience
5. Include accompaniment/ demo songs,control the playing speed free, this Is the best 

choice for drum learning
6. Include recording function,get all your inspiration in record easily
7. With two high-quality stereo speakers
8. Audio input, chose any music you like to practice
9. Could connect with your earphone,will not disturb others when you using this.
10. Support to connect a external speaker,the sounds will be much shocking
11. USB MIDI port, connect PC to play with all the Midi software and electronic drum 

games, MIDI software like: Sonar, Cubase, Nuendo, Ezdrummer (this only work If the 
model includes MIDI function)

III. Accessories:
Drum Kits*1, Pedals*1, Manual*1, USB Cable*1 , 3.5Audio Cable*1, Drum Stick*2
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